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Save even more water with BT-Maric constant flow valves
Bertfelt Teknik was for the first time taking part of the exhibition “Carrefour des Gestions Locales de l’Eau”
in Rennes. The “Carrefour des Gestions Locales de l’Eau” is a major event for the water sector in France.
It mobilized numerous institutional and private partners with 13,700 visitors for two days from January 29
to 30, 2020.

Bertfelt Teknik exhibits for the first time at the Carrefour des Gestions Locales de L’Eau with the sales representative,
Ms. Liliane Laroche.

Bertfelt Teknik, the leading manufacturer of constant flow valves in Europe, presented their new range of
pre-set constant water flow limiters starting at 0.15 L / min.
BT-Maric constant flow valves deliver a precise, pre-set constant water flow regardless of pressure
variations. Bertfelt Teknik has a full range of water flow regulators ranging from 0.15 L / min to 13,500 L
/ min (DN6-DN400). There are 3 types of standard connections: as inserts to be inserted directly into the
piping, as a threaded valve or for larger flows, as a wafer to be placed between flanges. BT-Maric limiters
are simple, compact, reliable, 100% mechanical, for low pressure (from 0.4 bar) as well as high pressure
(up to 20 bar).
In many applications today, it is necessary to have the lowest possible flow rate. For a long time, the
smallest flow was 0.4 L / min. To help customers optimize their flow and save even more water, Bertfelt
Teknik has now added 5 new flows of less than 0.4 L / min: 0.15 L / min, 0.2 L / min, 0, 25 L / min, 0.3
L / min as well as 0.35 L / min. All with standard accuracy of nominal flow rate +/- 10% over the entire
pressure drop range of 1,4 to 10 Bar.
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This new range is perfectly in line with the launch of the roadmap for the second phase of the Assises de
l’eau by the French government. This second phase will be devoted to the large water cycle. “Protecting,
saving and sharing the water resource will be the three objectives of the working groups,” according to the
Secretary of State to the Minister for Ecological Transition, Emmanuelle Wargon.
“Water is a precious resource that we need to protect, save and share more. I am delighted
that the actors and partners gathered today in Rennes are committed and acting alongside us
to put into practice the actions of the road map of the Water Conference. These concrete and
ambitious measures will allow us to anticipate the consequences of climate change”, said
Emmanuelle Wargon.

Meeting with the delegation accompanying Ms. Wagron, Secretary of State to the Minister for Ecological Transition Emmanuelle Wargon.

Bertfelt Teknik AB has obtained a new certificate for its range of constant flow regulators: ACS, Attestation
de Conformité Sanitaire. The Certificate of Sanitary Conformity (ACS) is the French certification of drinking
water which demonstrates the suitability of products which will come into contact with water intended for
human consumption.
For more information, please contact Ms. Liliane Laroche
Bertfelt Paris, 30, rue de Godot de Mauroy, 75009 Paris, France,
Tel.: +33 1 53307960
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